
THE METaGuard
Mobile security solutions for sMart watches

  and enhanceMent of security personnel 



The increasing demand of mobile applications in everyday processes is an ever 
increasing trend - also in the security industry, this need is felt. This includes, for 
example, the access to cameras, intercoms or the switching of contacts. 

The metaGuard, designed for Smart Watches, manages this interface between 
internal processes and the ultra-mobile employees.

The ability to capture biometrics as well as other sensors of modern wearables 
also leave jobs and autonomous employees hedge high modern.

Altered movements, locations or documents can be read from a distance and 
trigger an alarm if necessary.

The metaGuard can be integrated seamlessly into the integrated metaSEC pro-
cess. 3-rd party solutions can likewise be joined our WebTAPI interface.

METaGuard – Mobile security 
solutions for sMart watches
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in addition, the following sensor is read out 
and can be handeled in other processes:

Gps: Thus tasks are passed only when ente-
ring specific locations, the carrier or system 
functions can only be accessed in a defined 
radius, the GPS sensor can be read out.

pedometer: The pedometer as a sensor value 
can be used varied. The most common applica-
tion is the remote monitoring of service corri-
dors. If a security guard adjust to his official ab-
sence the movement for a defined period, which 
may indicate an eventual incident that should be 
displayed on the console as an alarm or notice.

language: The Gear SmartWatch contains a 
full GSM module. Thus, a voice communica-
tion is possible. The hands-free to speak is 
also supported.

currently, the following modules are offered 
within the metaGuard:

todo lists: Work orders, maintenance tasks or 
common tasks can be assigned to an emplo-
yee or a group globally. The priorities of the 
tasks can be linked to the presence of an ob-
ject or within a layer. An employee may take 
an object or reject. The status of an object is 
passed in real time to the control center, the 
object manager or the customer..
 
alarms: information from different subsystems 
such as fire alarm, building automation or se-
curity system can be displayed as messages on 
the wrist of the employee. The alarm function 
helps both the mobile worker and the property 
managers to respond quickly to disturbances.

camera: metaGuard supports access to com-
patible IP video camera systems. This puts the 
carrier in a position to be able to make visual 
impression of a monitored location remotely. 

dead man alarm: This module checks whe-
ther the bearer is approachable and in mo-
tion. If there is no response, the app triggers a 
signal in the control room. Should the contact 
with the app abort, an alarm can also be trig-
gered.

tour: For optimized route planning or to re-
duce the predictability of control routes, the 
module »tour« has an active interaction bet-
ween the security guards and the control stati-
on. The respective next port of call is displayed 
when reaching a control point on the display. 
The maximum time between two checkpoints 
can also be limited. The period of time also ap-
pears on the display.
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